
A  turns B  odds C  cards D  fights

Q1

A  hits B  blows C  collisions D  arguments

Q2

A  questions B  helps C  hurts D  blows

Q3

A  inverted B  striped C  timed D  heated

Q4

A  wiring B  running C  scrapping D  scraping

Q5

A  pick B  choice C  watch D  feud

Q6

A  squabbling B  booking C  padding D  throwing

Q7

A  on B  out C  under D  in

Q8

A  out B  over C  in D  up

Q9

A  arm B  foot C  finger D  bone

Q10

Types of Discord (2)

Please choose the most appropriate answer for each sentence.

I am at ..... with my sister over that issue. We disagree on political matters.

I thought my brothers' last argument was going to come to ...... They clashed on a particular subject that got pretty
intense. I thought they were going to hit each other!

My teenager ..... everything I say lately. It seems like we're always arguing. I just want her to listen to me!

I got into a ..... discussion with my co-worker yesterday. We were both pretty angry and I had to leave the room to calm
down.

Those girls are always ..... about something. They don't agree on most matters.

My parents don't speak to my aunt and uncle because they got into an argument about a serious issue last year. They
are in the middle of a family ..... and I don't think it's going to end anytime soon.

My friends are ..... about a meaningless, trivial matter again. I don't think that friendship is going to last.

I'm going to have it ..... with my co-worker tomorrow. I've had enough of her and I'm going to tell her how I feel about
her lousy work performance.

I had a run-..... with my mechanic today. He worked on my car last week but it's still not running properly. He says he
guarantees all of his work, but when I took it back to him today, he said wouldn't fix it!

I have a ..... to pick with you. You said that you were going to complete the project yesterday, but you're still working
on it today. What's going on?
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ANSWERS: Types of Discord (2)

I am at ..... with my sister over that issue. We disagree on political matters.

B  odds

I thought my brothers' last argument was going to come to ...... They clashed on a particular subject that got pretty
intense. I thought they were going to hit each other!

B  blows

My teenager ..... everything I say lately. It seems like we're always arguing. I just want her to listen to me!

A  questions

I got into a ..... discussion with my co-worker yesterday. We were both pretty angry and I had to leave the room to calm
down.

D  heated

Those girls are always ..... about something. They don't agree on most matters.

C  scrapping

My parents don't speak to my aunt and uncle because they got into an argument about a serious issue last year. They
are in the middle of a family ..... and I don't think it's going to end anytime soon.

D  feud

My friends are ..... about a meaningless, trivial matter again. I don't think that friendship is going to last.

A  squabbling

I'm going to have it ..... with my co-worker tomorrow. I've had enough of her and I'm going to tell her how I feel about
her lousy work performance.

B  out

I had a run-..... with my mechanic today. He worked on my car last week but it's still not running properly. He says he
guarantees all of his work, but when I took it back to him today, he said wouldn't fix it!

C  in

I have a ..... to pick with you. You said that you were going to complete the project yesterday, but you're still working
on it today. What's going on?

D  bone
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